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N.B. : (1) Answer any four questions out of which Q. No. 6 is compulsory.
(2) Marks are indicated against each question.

L. "Theories of learning help in better understanding of the subject of Geography." Justify
with reference to Piagets'theory of cognitive development.

2. lllustrate'Location and Human Environment interaction'as key concepts in the teaching
of Geography.

3. Why is professional growth important for a Geography teacher ? Explain the ways
of continuous professional growth for a Geography teacher.

4. "Remedial teaching is important in improving the understanding of the subject." -
Justify with reference to the challenging areas in the learning of Geography,

5. Explain the importance of aerial photographs and satellite imagery. Elaborate the
criteria for reading and interpretation of each of these resources.

6. Attempt any one of the following :

(a) lmportance of maps in Geography.
(b) Any two values in the teaching of Geography.
(c) Challenges faced by a Geography teacher.
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N.B: l-. Answer four questions, out of which Q.no.6 is compulsory.
2. Marks are indicated against each question.

Explain the physiological and psychological factors that affect 10- Q.l0 language learning.

Elaborate.

q.2 "Constructing a concept-map facilmap facilitates better language learning."

)t

q.3 What are the irnplicatibns of Vttg-otsky's theory for language learning?

Q.4 Elaborate the identifying characteristics of ststudents with Dyslexia and

suggest remed:ial rneasial rneasur:b5.

"Use of ICT helps to increase the speed and quality of language

assesstn'€6i,tl Ju!,tlfy'.W$h r:.efere'Hte'to.any two tools of ICT based

et assessment.

Q.5

q.5 10

a) Significance of Appreciation in language learning,
b) Remedial measures for spellings,
c) lmplications of Chomsky's theory of language acquisition.
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Please check whether you have got the right question paper.
N.B: 1. Answer any four questions, out of which question no. 6 is compulsory

2. Marks are indicate against each question,

What is Pedagogical analysis? Explain any two core elements relevant for teaching Economics. 10

Explain the importance of an Economics club. How would a teacher of Economics organize an Economics 10

club?

Print media are the best resources to link Economics with the present scenario of lndia" Justtfy with

referencetotheusesofNewspaperinteachingofEconomics

"The role of an Economics teacher is of utmost important in including'the values of entrepreneurship

fllrotl?
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Q.1

Q.2

q,3

q.4

q.s

"Elaborate,

How will you conduct Diagno'itic testinffer lei'arrlgis ih teaching Etonomieia Sugggst measures for

enhancing their performance in Economics.

Q.6 Attempt any one of the following:-

t,

2.

3.

Any five internal criteria of good Economics text book

lmportance of field visit in teaching Economics

Need for continuous professional development
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4, Elaborate on the significance and organ
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Please check whether you havc got the right question paper.
N.B. 1. Answer four questions out & which No. 6 is compulsory,

2. Marks are indicated against each question.

1) "Diagnostic testing is essential in teaching of mathematics," Elaborate with 10
reference to construction of Diagnostic tests in mathematics.

2) Describe the planning and activities of Maths Lab. 10

3) "Teachers of mathematics should makc consistent efforts for their Continuous L0
Professional Development." fustify with reference to the need and avenues for
Continuous Professional Development.

4) Illustrate the application of any three strategies of cooperative learning in the
teaching of mathematics.

5) What is Dyscalculia? Suggest Remedial teaching that a teacher of mathematics
would adopt to deal with learners having Dyscalculia.

6) Answer briefly any one of the following:

a) Application of Vygotsky's theory in teaching of mathematics
b) Purpose of mathematics club
c) Any five challenges faced by mathematics teachers in teaching the

subject '
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of History and Political Science.

History and Political Science.

i-!

Q.2 Explain the significance and ways of developing Research Skill

Q.3 "Language plays a vital role in understanding History." Explain with reference to the 10

Language of HistoricalTime and Language of Historical Description and Analysis.

through the teaching of 10

05Q.6

Q.4 Elucidate the Pedagogical and Technological Challenges in the teaching of History and 10

Political Science.

Q.5 What is Differentiated Assessment? Elaborate challenges faced by History and Political 10

Science Teacher while using Differentiated Assessment.

Attempt briefly any one of the following:-

a) Any five qualities of a History and Political Science teacher.

b) Significance of Concept Based Learning in History and Political Science

c) Any five ways of detecting biases in the History and Political Science textbook.
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Q.P. Code :203L2

Please check whether you have got the right question paper.
N.B: L. Answer any four questions, out of which Q, No. 6 is compulsory.

2. Marks are indicate against each question.

Q.1 "Differentiated teaching helps in catering to the diverse learners." Explain with 10

reference to the concept and significance of Differentiated Teaching in the teaching


